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An Amazing Weekend for Twyford’s John 

Fretwell 

 

For the second year in succession the MNFC 

‘Blue Riband’ race from Bordeaux saw a fine 

1,727 bird entry which had to face a very 

difficult obstacle in order to reach their 

home lofts after a 6.30 liberation. Last year 

was a gruelling event flown in high 

temperatures and into a light but energy-

sapping North-East wind. This year there 

were no heat problems to overcome, only a 

North-Westerly breeze which grew in 

strength as the birds got closer to the 

English Channel. The forecast was for the 

stiff 17-19 mph breeze that was blowing in 

the morning to abate but if this was the 

case then any decrease was to prove to be 

minimal. 

In my own area in the North-West of the 

Club’s radius there were great doubts 

whether any intrepid birds would reach 

home to the longer flyers on the first day. 

The hopes were raised considerably though 

when the first arrivals were confirmed in 

the South-West of the Club at around 

7.00pm and the calculators came out and 

told us that we needed a bird before 

8.35pm to knock the early leaders off the 

top spots. The problem is though in reality 

that the last few miles of the race are the 
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hardest and to quote the Late Ron Strong, 

one of the North East’s finest ever Channel 

racers ‘’The extra miles are the killer 

because they all come at the end of the 

race!’’ In reality it is an iron hard bird that 

can keep going for 14 ½ hours and beyond 

in such testing conditions. So though a few 

fantastic birds did exactly that they couldn’t 

surpass the velocity of 1177 put up by John 

Fretwell’s 2-year-old blue cock or even his 

second bird, timed 12 ½ minutes later so 

John took not only the first placing but 

rubbed salt in the wound by claiming 2nd 

Open also. So, well done, John, on a 

fantastic weekend when he also won his 

section from Tarbes with the NFC. John 

must have thought that he was in 

dreamland. I wonder if he pinched himself 

the following morning to make sure that it 

was all real.  

The win, though, should not come as any 

real surprise to anyone who has followed 

the Midlands National’s results from the 

club’s ‘Blue Riband’ race because, as John 

pointed out, he has a fine record from the 

final 500 miles plus event over the last few 

years. What may cause a surprise though is 

the base of this close knit family of pigeons 

because they originate predominantly from 

the Dutch loft of Marcel Sangers who made 

a huge name for himself with his Bertie 

Camphuis Janssen birds which are widely 

known for their results in the Middle 

distance events. Over the last 11 years, 

since their introduction to Evesham, John 

has moulded them into a family of birds 

which can perform exceptionally well from 

the short distances right up to the 500 plus 

races as his National performances amply 

prove . 

Let’s look a little closer at the breeding of 

John’s two pigeons. The winner is a 2 year 

old widowhood cock, which is now named 

‘Golden Horn’, the latest Derby race winner. 

His sire is a full brother to two MNFC 

section topping birds and one of them has 

twice been 2nd SW section Long Distance 

Ace pigeon in 2013 and again in 2014. On 

his dam’s side she is also the granddam of 

the 2nd Open winner. She won as a young 

bird before being put to stock. She is 50% 

Sangers and 50% Janssen, acquired from 

the Millfield Stud. 

 

The Bordeaux winner 'Golden Horn' back in his 

box. 

The 2nd Open winner is now dubbed ‘Jack 

Hobbs’ which was second to ‘Golden Horn’ 

in this year’s Epsom Derby. John tells me 

that this 2012-bred blue cock has been a 

good performer in the past winning from 

both inland and the Channel.  

 

'Jack Hobbs', the bird that takes 2nd Open for 

John. 

This one also contains Sangers’ blood along 

with other lines from Ian Bull and Stevens & 
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Luyton in his pedigree. Interestingly his 

grandmother on his sire’s side is the mother 

of John’s 2015 NFC Tarbes section winner. 

On handling, there was quite a contrast, 

with the winner being a big framed and 

powerful pigeon. ‘Jack Hobbs’ on the other 

hand was notably smaller in size and if I am 

honest more to my ideals of a long distance 

bird, but what do I know? One thing that 

they both shared was a strong back which 

John told me is one of the most important 

features he looks for in a quality pigeon and 

something he sets great store in.  

John told me that his Bordeaux National 

winner is now going into the stock loft along 

with I believe five other MNFC section 

toppers. I’m pretty sure that few others can 

claim to have so much strength in depth in 

their breeding section. Well done for a 

superb double, the first time it has been 

achieved from the Mid Nat’s longest race 

for around 30 years, I am reliably told. 

In 1st South East section and 3rd Open is 

Kettering’s Stephen Gubbins who still flies 

under the old partnership name of R & S 

Gubbins out of the great love and respect 

that he feels for his late father and his best 

mate, Ron, who sadly passed away a while 

ago.  

The bird that did them proud, flying for 13 

hours and 40 minutes to achieve a velocity 

of 1152, is a 2 year old Cattrysse hen that, 

though she has only been lightly raced on 

the roundabout system, was well trained by 

Stephen’s friends Shipton Brothers and 

Stephen would like to pass on his thanks to 

both them and his wife Kath who carried 

out all of the work with the pigeons for him 

after he damaged his back the week prior to 

the race. “She has been a diamond and has 

supported me since the death of my dad 

and best mate.’’ 

 

Stephen Gubbins and his good lady Kath with 

the 1st SE & 3rd Open winner. 

Stephen tells me that Graham Groom has 

also been a great motivation as, during their 

banter over the years, Stephen always tells 

Graham that ‘’I’m going to beat you from 

Bordeaux which is the race which Mr & Mrs 

Groom always excel from but I never have 

until this year. This is partly down to a tip 

from Alf Jones who said you will only 

succeed if you send your very best which 

this year is exactly what I have done’’ The 

bird is now named ‘Ron’s Lass’ in his dad’s 

memory. ‘’When we topped the section 

from Ancenis in 2013 with a bird which we 

named ‘Ron’s Spirit’ it didn’t seem right 

when I collected the trophy with dad not 

being there to join in the celebration. This 

time though it is in much better 

circumstances so Doncaster here we come’’. 

Stephen wished me to thank all those who 
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have congratulated him on this latest 

performance and the people connected 

with the MNFC who supply the best 

National racing in the country. Well done, 

Stephen, it couldn’t have happened to a 

nicer, more caring family. 

In 4th Open and 2nd SE section 1144 is a 

former race winner namely Albert Farrow. 

Albert sent a 2-year-old chequer Jan Aarden 

hen which had been flying on the ever 

popular roundabout system until her return 

from Ancenis when she stayed with her 

mate and was sent in the classic channel 

condition sitting 9-day-old eggs and with 

her third flight ‘pushing’through.  

 

Albert Farrow with the 4th Open winner. 

I’m told that she is the smallest bird that he 

has ever raced. So small in fact that he has 

had to narrow the panels on his baskets to 

stop her escaping. Rob Jarratt, who gathers 

a lot of my info from the SE lads for which I 

am very grateful, of tells me that Albert has 

always been embarrassed when putting her 

through at race marking but he now wishes 

his loft was full of these little starlings! I 

well remember visiting Albert when he won 

from Vire a couple of years ago with a 

Soontjen cock which was a whopper. So it 

just proves that they come in all sizes but it 

is the size of the bird’s heart that really 

counts! Rob says that Albert is one of the 

names that you need to beat at most 

distances if you want to win. Albert wished 

us to congratulate Stephen Gubbins on his 

section win a mark of a true sportsman and 

Rob says thanks for the gift that you gave 

him, Albert. 3rd SE section and 5th Open is 

filled by F McBride from Corby on 1129 Mr 

Mc Bride in fact had a great race also taking 

5th and 7th slots. The first bird is a Soontjen 

and was having his third Channel crossing 

with the club this season. He was unraced 

as a young bird because the McBride 

youngsters aren’t raced and only lightly 

raced three times as a yearling so patience 

is the McBride motto. The 5th section bird 

is a 5-year-old bred by his good friend 

Simon Shearsby out of stock from Steve 

Bennett. The third bird timed was also a 

Soontjen and like most of Mr McBride’s 

Soontjens comes from the late John Russell 

of Grimsby who I’m told was a true 

gentleman. Soontjens aren’t normally 

recognised as 500-mile birds, so I don’t 

know what these were prepared on - it 

must be rocket fuel.  

In 4th section in the SE is a hen that is 

almost a permanent fixture in the Bordeaux 

result and this is Mr & Mrs Graham Groom’s 

super pigeon ‘Sweet Pea’. Last year she won 

her ‘Diploma of Merit’ for being three times 

in the top 100 Open places. This can now be 

made up to four times. So in total she has 

now been 2 x 2nd section and now 2 x 4th 

section, in total six times to Bordeaux and 

26 times over the channel and she has only 

nighted out on one occasion which was last 

year when there were no birds timed on the 

day. 
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Graham Groom with 'Sweet Pea'. I am told that 

the bandaged hand is when 'Pea' bit him as he 

was taking her off the nest at basketing time! 

I am told that she is now officially retired 

and it is hoped she can breed more birds in 

her mould and already she has proved her 

prowess with a daughter winning 1st 

section from Ancenis this season. What a 

cracking little pigeon is ‘Sweet Pea’!  

 

Steve Palin, 3rd & 4th SW section and 6th & 

11th Open. 

Another South West section member who 

had a good day is Steve Palin of Bishop’s 

Cleeve but the first thing that Steve told me 

to do was to congratulate his friend John 

Fretwell on his fine weekend. The bird that 

Steve clocked for 3rd section and 6th Open 

on 1126 was a 2-year-old that had three 

Channel crossings as a yearling up to 

Ancenis where he was 14th section and 

63rd Open. This season he has flown very 

consistently with the MNFC. His breeding is 

75% Luc Geerincke x 25% Marcel Aelbrecht 

who many are aware flies the De Rauw 

Sablon birds. His sire is a bird named ‘Ding 

Dang Do’ who in 2012 won 1st Long 

Distance Ace Pigeon for a string of fine 

performances. Steve’s bird is bred on his 

mother’s side from ‘Tia’ which won 3rd sec 

11th Open with the BBC from Poiters. So 

long distance is in his breeding. Steve was 

also 4th section and 11th Open with his 

second pigeon and also timed a third day 

bird. Good flying Steve. 

Ex-MNFC Committee man Arthur Jones of 

Stourton clocked a 2-year-old widower 

which has flown very well this season, 

culminating in 5th section 14th Open this 

time. His breeding is ‘pure distance’ which 

Arthur has in abundance in his loft. His sire 

is ‘Billy Boy’ which was gifted to Arthur by 

his good pal, the late Billy Tregonning of 

South Wales. His dam is a daughter of 

‘Canberra Prince’ which won 1st section 

34th Open from Tarbes when paired to a 

hen from 1st section MNFC Ancenis. So this 

apple dropped close to the tree, that’s for 

sure. 

The South Centre section winner is no 

stranger to the winner’s enclosure, as he 

won the second race this season from 

Carentan. That man is Pat Frisby who is like 

a few others enjoying a superb season. This 
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is good because Pat has been a long-time 

supporter of the club.  

 

Pat Frisby and his family enjoying a great year. 

This time 1SC section & 7th Open. 

The bird responsible for the win which 

leaves Pat in 7th Open is a 4 year old blue 

hen and she recorded 1116. I’m informed 

that she is a Wildemeersch from Clive Yates. 

Right behind we see another long distance 

stalwart in the form of Lol Turner of 

Coventry who clocked his 3-year-old hen 

just .4 of a yard behind the section winner. 

Lol also clocked a second blue hen this time 

a 2-year-old 15 minutes later which fills 3rd 

section and 10th Open. Excellent flying once 

more from one of the club’s keen long 

distance flyers. 4th section is taken by the 

loft mentioned just a few lines earlier and 

this is Clive Yates who I am reliably 

informed is going the distance. To achieve 

this aim the Yates’ team have brought in 

birds suited to the job. Their timer on 1086 

is a 2-year-old widowhood cock bred from a 

Mark Gilbert x Battenburg hen which was 

purchased directly.  

 

Clive Yates of M Yates & Son with his 

granddaughter Eydie Rose and his 4th SC 

section winner. 

Clive has another daughter from this hen 

which has been the loft’s best performer 

this year so he is happy with his purchase as 

a brother was 27th Open last season. The 

loft clocked another five birds early next 

morning while many were still awaiting an 

arrival and they all looked well. John 

Murphy clocked two birds in 20 minutes to 

take 5th and 6th SC section. The first bird, a 

dark cock, is a Soontjen crossed bird and his 

second is a Southwell-based bird that in 

2014 was the loft’s first timer from this race 

point. 

The man that they call ‘The Magician’ pulled 

two rabbits out of the hat on this occasion 

to take 1st and 2nd North East section and 

9th and 15th Open. That man you may have 

guessed is Gary Daykin and this isn’t the 

first time that he has clocked the last and 

furthest flying first day bird. This time 

though the greedy begger clocked the last 

two! Both of these birds contain his ‘Black 

Magic’ Kipp lines. The first is a crossing with 

Soontjen and Louella long-distance blood. 

The second bird which is also hen but this 

one is a yearling and I notice that it is the 
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first one on the result and is Black Magic’s 

dam x a Louella Martin Vinkenburg cock. 

 

Gary Daykin with his young apprentice Alex and 

his two birds that took 1st & 2nd NE section 

The bird was certainly well fancied as she 

was quite heavily pooled. Well done to a 

superb fancier who once again proves that 

when he puts his mind to it he can win from 

any direction and at any distance.  

3rd in the NE is Retford fancier Aubrey 

Baker on 975. Aubrey tells me that his 2-

year-old hen was bred for him by his pal, 

John Baker, and the bird is from total long 

distance lines being a cross bred Eric Fox x 

Jan Arden she was the loft’s first arrival in 

the hard 2014 Saintes race and her sire has 

put up some good placings in the NFC 

section K from the same race point. The 

bird was prepared with two inland and then 

the two MNFC Carentan races.  

 

Aubrey Baker who took 3rd NE section 

Worksop’s Peter Hopkinson laid claim to 

4th NE section with a well fancied yearling 

chequer cock on 970. The bird is bred from 

two gift birds from Callender & Swan and is 

a Busschaert-based pigeon.  

 

4th NE section winner, Peter Hopkinson, shows 

off his bird. 

Turner and Pallatt clocked a yearling hen on 

925 which is off his best Channel cock 

‘Franckle’ when paired to a gift bird from 

Jack Hugill of South Emsall which is of De 

Klak x Vandenabeele breeding. The hen 

homed full of life and did three laps of 

honour before landing. She was sent on the 
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‘jealousy’ system and Richard has named 

her ‘Prendy’ in memory of one of his best 

mates who passed away a couple of weeks 

ago aged 42. It puts life into perspective 

doesn’t it! 

 

Richard Turner of Turner & Pallatt, up there 

once again. 

Right I will now tidy up around the sections 

and just like charity I will begin at home 

which is the North West where we saw one 

of the best team performances of the race. 

This performance was for Brian Heath who 

tops the section on a velocity of 958 with a 

yearling Jim Biss x Kipp & Son widowhood 

cock. Brian in fact timed four of his seven-

bird team during the morning before many 

had seen an arrival. Brian timed the nest 

mate to his section winner for 6th section. 

So it looks like the future is very rosy with 

birds like these in the loft as they are bred 

for the job and doing the job as well. 

 

Brian Heath, 1st NW section, who enjoyed a 

superb team race. 

The loft has been in great shape this season 

as the federation was won five weeks on 

the trot. Brian told me that he believes that 

‘super form can often beat class’. I thought, 

yes but what if you have both, as I can see 

Brian clearly possesses? 2nd NW section 

was taken by Farnworth’s Fred Hitchen who 

timed a 4-year-old chequer cock which 

covered the 603 miles for a velocity of 944 

and close behind we see Buxton’s Bill 

Norton on 939 with a 5 year old Blue hen 

which no doubt has seen the Channel a few 

times over the years. In 4th section comes a 

chap who is the salt of the earth in my 

opinion if you will pardon my pun as that 

man is Don Salt who is a real long-distance 

enthusiast. It was an appropriate time for 

his good hen to perform as that same 

weekend Don and his wife, Ann, were 

celebrating their Golden Wedding 

Anniversary and their bird which topped the 

section from the same race point in 2014 is 
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now named ‘Anndon Gold’ to mark the 

occasion.  

 

Don Salt, the 'Golden Boy' who took 4th NW 

section and celebrated his Golden Wedding 

Anniversary. 

This classy hen is a daughter of a Mick 

Brindley-bred Jos Thone cock when paired 

to one of Don’s old family which is a 

granddaughter of his 1st section 4th Open 

San Sebastian winner. Obviously she is bred 

for the job. 

The winners of the East section on 1024 

were Phil Curtis & Son who clocked a 4-

year-old dark hen that came back from the 

NFC Saintes on the second day three weeks 

earlier but she quickly laid again and after a 

couple of short training tosses was sent in 

good condition and sitting 7 days. Her 

breeding is from a Brian Denney cock when 

paired to a Nigel Laycock de Rauw Sablon 

hen which the partners bought from the 

Blackpool Charity sale a few years ago. The 

hen has been a good, consistent performer 

in National Channel racing.  

 

The 1st East section champs, Phil Curtis & Son. 

The 2nd placed bird in the East section was 

incredibly the same pigeon that finished in 

the same position last year for S & M cook 

which is a 6-year-old red chequer cock 

which is a proven winner from cross 

channel racing with good results from both 

Nevers and Bourges before his Bordeaux 

performances.  

The bird is a Jan Theelen bred from birds 

loaned to the partners by Mr & Mrs 

Houghton. A & F Sarel of Hedon lay claim to 

both 3rd and 4th section places on 932 and 

904 respectively. The partners in fact timed 

three birds on the second day. The first bird 

is a 3 year old blue cock which is off Van 

Bruane bloodlines which the partners have 

cultivated since purchasing stock from A H 

Bennett some 25 years ago. 
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S & M Cook's fine bird that once again took 2nd 

E section. What a pigeon!  

The pigeon has other prizes to his credit 

and his mother has bred three 500-mile 

winners. Their second timer is a 2-year-old 

mealy hen, but I have no details of this 

pigeon.  

 

Ron & Angie with their grandsons, Brandon & 

Oscar, and their 1st ESE section winner. 

Winning the East South East section once 

more is MNFC enthusiasts Ron & Angie 

Auker. The pigeon that inflicted the damage 

is a 4-year-old cock that has raced on the 

widowhood system this year and this Leen 

Boers-based bird, which the partners got 

from Ivan Rich of Iselem, is related to the 

partners’ National winner ‘Angie’s Boy’ and 

has been the loft’s most consistent National 

performer over the last two years. Ron tells 

me that he never sees his hen before a race 

but stays with her for a day or so on his 

return. The bird is now named ‘Sedge Fen 

Supreme’ and to see him drop just after 

6.00 am was a real thrill. Like Ron says, 500 

mile plus racing is never easy but the 

rewards are fantastic. The partners are 

hoping for a repeat performance in 2016.  

 

The 2nd ESE section winners, Mr & Mrs Willy 

Beckett. 

In 2nd section we see another serial 

performer in Willy Beckett who clocked his 

2011 bred mealy cock which was also 2nd 

section from Ancenis three weeks before 

and from both races he was the only bird in 

the club. Pigeon racing is simple when you 

have good birds. 3rd section winners are 

Perry Brothers & Son these guys are 

normally there from the long hard races 

and this is the case once again. Their timer 
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on 860 is a 2-year-old pied cock. 4th ESE 

section is won by the Saffron Walden 

partnership of Patmore & Rayner - these 

lads saw home a 2012 Blue cock on 845. 

The wild West section is won by the West 

Derby partnership of Lee Davison & Son 

who proved that patience is a virtue as their 

bird is a 2013 September bred pigeon which 

was trained regularly during the winter on 

good days and then left until the training 

programme started before the 2014 season 

when she was raced right through to 

Ancenis with the MNFC.  

 

An amazing little hen, Lee Davison & Son's 

West section winner. 

This season she has had plenty of work and 

has flown Ancenis when she was the 

partners’ first bird. Then two weeks later 

she was sent to Saintes and once again the 

loft’s first bird. As she handled the two hard 

races so well and was looking so good it was 

decided to send her on her toughest test 

where she certainly came up trumps with a 

velocity of 998. Her breeding is off a De 

Rauw Sablon cock bred by Ireland’s Sheldon 

Leonard after Tom Linden donated it to a 

charity sale. He is a son of ‘Limans’ the 

Vandeheede ace bird, when coupled to a 

daughter of ‘Max’ the double MNFC winner 

which was bred by Darren Peters. This hen 

has already bred a NFC section winner in 

2012. In 2nd section we see Bauress & 

Murray who often shine on the long, hard 

days. These guys definitely have the right 

tackle for the distance.  

 

The boys are back in town, 2nd W section 

Bauress & Murray. 

On this occasion it is a well fancied 2-year-

old dark cock that recorded 980 and will 

win a tidy cheque for his efforts. Dickie 

Spring & Son who are past winners of the 

MNFC take 3rd slot on 971 with another 2-

year-old cock which just pips Derrick Jones, 

the ace flyer from Wrexham who timed a 4-

year-old cock which in the past has won 1st 

section and 33rd Open from Ancenis. 

Derrick tells me that this year he has been a 

liitle off the pace and so he was selected for 

Bordeaux where this Vandenabeele x 

Heesters bird came good. No surprise really 

as his sire is the ’96 Cock’ which has 5 

placings in the west section’s top 12. 
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The Woodfield Wizard himself, Derrick Jones, 

4th W section. 

Another fine performance was achieved by 

Alan Raby who timed his 3-year-old blue 

w/f cock on 992 for its 632-mile journey.  

 

The NNW section winner, Alan Raby. 

The cock is bred from a Kempeneer Bros 

cock which Alan has on loan from Bob 

McAvoy from Cumbria x a Schroder & Son 

hen, being a granddaughter of Brockamp’s 

1st Int Bordeaux in 1999. So it was bred for 

the task. Alan also took 5th section with a 

100% Dave Impett cock. I’m told that Dave 

has been a great help and Alan can’t thank 

him enough. This bird already has won 2nd 

Ashton 2B from Niort in 2014 plus several 

other decent prizes. Alan paid great 

compliments to the convoying team for the 

excellent condition that the birds arrived 

home in. A partnership that had a cracking 

race are Shackleton & Son of Keighley who 

sent three birds and timed two to take 2nd 

and 4th section places. Both birds are 2-

year-olds and their velocities of 951 and 

936 made it look easy which wasn’t the 

case because in pigeon racing distance kills. 

Squeezed in between is a team that rarely 

fail and this is Mr & Mrs Brian Fisher and 

Son who clocked a 4-year-old blue cock 

which by looking at his pools column was 

fully expected to deliver and at 938 this is 

exactly what he has done. 

 

Mr & Mrs Fisher, 3rd NNW section. 

The North section is won by a bird flying to 

one of the furthest flyers in his section and 

this is a 6-year-old pied cock which was 

pooled to the knocker for York’s J M Dixon 

& Son. The bird which achieved 975 was the 

loft’s only entry and the £800 plus cheque 

will have made it well worth the wait. 
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Frank Fryer with his good hen 'Betty' 2nd N 

section. 

2nd N section goes to Frank Fryer from 

Belton who also clocked his single entry 

which like the section topper is also a 6-

year-old but this time it is a hen bird named 

‘Betty’ in memory of Frank’s late wife who 

passed away in 2013. She is a Van Bruane 

sent feeding a 3-5 day old baby which Frank 

has found from experience is her favourite 

condition. She has flown the Channel 

umpteen times over the years so was 

prepared with just three inland races this 

time from distances of 2 x 150 miles and 

once from 200 miles. She actually flew the 

2014 race in race time but unfortunately 

her boss missed the verification time but 

this latest result on 940 will more than 

compensate, I’m sure. Well done to both 

Frank and his Betty.  

Mally Robinson is another fancier who has 

the happy knack of getting them from the 

distance and this latest performance for 3rd 

section is with a 2011 bred blue hen on her 

third trip to Bordeaux where she came on 

the day in 2013 and just out of race time in 

2014. Now this year she made no mistake 

but returned with her secondaries missing 

in one wing and skinned. Clearly the 

trademark sign of an attack by a peregrine. 

Surely such gallant birds deserve better. 

 

Mally Robinson, who is something of a 

Bordeaux specialist, 3rd section this year with 

his good Blue hen. 

The bird is a Reynaert x Vandenabeele, bred 

by Mally’s mate, Bill Hague of Sheffield. 4th 

N section is taken by Gill & Son of 

Castleford - the lads had a productive 

weekend as they also clocked a good one 

from Vire. The Bordeaux pigeon was a 2-

year-old hen bred off a pair of Tom 

Gilbertson pigeons which contain the blood 

of ‘Jaybee’ and ‘Jacko’. 

Finally a few notices: 

1. Will clock station officials please put 

competitors’ membership numbers on 

the ETS printout sheets because our 

race secretary tells me that chasing 

these numbers up adds a great deal of 

unnecessary time to the job of finalising 

the result. 

2. The club is concerned that we had a few 

cases of ETS clocks having their race 

‘killed’ by officials pressing the wrong 

button during the recent Bordeaux race. 
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Though it probably won’t arise again 

this season officials must remember 

that when taking a print off of the first 

or second day arrivals they should scroll 

down to and press the ‘Race Report’ 

button so that other later arrivals can 

still be recorded. This will prevent the 

possibility of the loss of either pool or 

prizemoney.  

3. There is likely to be a delay in the 

payment of prize and pool money for 

the Bordeaux due to an objection that 

has been received by the club. All 

money will be paid out as soon as 

possible after the issue is resolved. 

4. A friend of mine and MNFC member, 

Andy Emery, had his loft broken into 

and birds stolen a few days ago and the 

birds taken were wearing rings between 

2013 Z77701-40 and 2014Z67001-40. So 

I ask fanciers to please keep an eye out 

for any of these pigeons. 

Mike Lakin 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 


